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PSP stands for PlayStation Portable and it is precisely as the name tells you. It is the first handheld console made by Sony and it is one of the most popular, even today. The unit was developed and released in 2004 in Japan. The following year, in 2005 it became available in the United States, Europa and other parts of the globe. The unit we all know is
actually the 7th generation of portable Sony console and the main rival was Nintendo DS. There are a lot of interesting and important facts regarding the PlayStation Portable. First of all, it was introduced in 2003 and back then it was the most powerful handheld console in history. It was significantly more powerful than Nintendo DS and all other
consoles. It is also the only console that was considered as the main rival to the Nintendo DS. Nokia N-Gage and New Geo pocket were considered failures to poor sales figures. PlayStation Portable was the only console to use UMD or universal media disc to play games and all other media files. Other devices use memory cards and cartridges.
However, PlayStation Portable has a memory card slot as well. One of the reasons why it was a big hit is the major graphics improvements and raw power. The unit was able to push more advanced games and to be used as a device that can play movies, play music and surf the web. It is also able to connect to PS2 and 3 and any computer running Mac
OS or Windows. The device was ended in 2014 and a new version known as Vita was introduced. They share similar designs and features but Vita is more powerful and able to play more advanced games. PlayStation Portable was sold in 80 million copies during its lifespan and marked a major event in human history. Many of us believe that this
device is responsible for the ability to purchase and use handheld devices of the modern era that come with outstanding capabilities. The PSP is powered by 20-333 MHz MIPS R4000 CPU, has 32MB of memory (all PSP 1000 models) or 64MB if you opt for later 2000 or 3000 version. The memory card used is Memory Stick Micro and Memory Stick
Duo. 16 GB of flash memory was available. On this very page, you can download games such as God Of War - Ghost Of Sparta, Naruto Shippuden - Ultimate Ninja Impact, Assassin's Creed – Bloodlines, GTA and many others. Finally a new release! PPSSPP now supports Android 12 and the new Android storage model, "Scoped Storage". For more
details on what that means, see this guide. 1.12.1, 1.12.2, 1.12.3 released on October 9, 10, 18 fix a few bugs including a gamepad binding bug. As usual, the Android version will be rolled out gradually, you'll see it in the Play Store within a week. Buy PPSSPP Gold 1.12.3! Download PPSSPP 1.12.3! In addition to fully supporting Android 12, PPSSPP
1.12 includes a lot of bugfixes and new features. From new UI background options to a lot of game fixes, and for those of you adventurous enough to try the experimental multiplayer support, it works better than ever. Thanks to all the contributors who made this all possible! The list is way too long to display here in full this time, but here's an
assortment of improvements since 1.11: Support for Android 12 Scoped Storage Lots of updated UI, like a new joystick calibration system and many new touch control options, new backgrounds Built-in CRC calculator, to be able to check with others that your ISO is valid Many, many multiplayer fixes Numerous game fixes Savestate Undo for both
load and save Many graphical glitches fixed, and new texture filtering option Auto Max Quality for smooth texturing New audio options, like choose whether to switch to newly plugged in devices, reverb volume, etc And much more! Older news See older news Here comes the latest list of ppsspp games, psp (iso/cso) games for android free download,
with updated links. This working psp games can be played on your Android, PC, Linux, Mac and iPhone without gaming errors or issues. We regularly update these game links for newest and available versions, so as to leave you our fans with better and user friendly game experience.Bạn đang đọc: PpssppFor those searching on the internet and
asking “how and where can I download Ppsspp games for free?” We’ve got you covered with the best selection of this year’s ppsspp games apk and that of the previous years versions. And How you can download Ppsspp games on Android without PC or laptop gadgets, right on this diymcwwm.com game tutorial blog. Table of Contents show 1 Play
PPSSPP, PSP iso Offline Games in Different Categories 2 How to Extract Psp iso – CSO Game files 2.1 How To Setup and Run Psp Roms 3 List of PPSSPP – PSP Games Free Download 3.1 Assassin Creed: Bloodlines 3.2 God of War: Chains of Olympus Game 3.3 God of War: Ghost Of Sparta Game 3.4 Beowulf: The Game PSP 3.5 WWE Smack Down VS
Raw 2011 Game 3.6 X-Men Origin Game 3.7 Need For Speed – Shift Game 3.8 Need For Speed: Most Wanted PSP Game 3.9 Tekken – Dark Resurrection Game 3.10 Grand Theft Auto – Liberty City Stories 3.11 Ghost Rider ISO PSP Game 3.12 WWE Smackdown VS Raw 2K14 3.13 Mortal Kombat – Unchained Fatalities 3.14 Tomb Rider – Legend Game
3.15 M.A.C.H (Modified Air Combat Heroes) 3.16 Prince Of Persia – The Forgotten Sands Game 3.17 Soul Calibur – Broken Destiny 3.18 FIFA 14 – Legacy Edition Game 3.19 Dante’s Inferno Game 3.20 Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate Ninja Impact Game 3.21 Army of Two: The 40th Day Game 3.22 PES 2020 PPSSPP – PSP Iso Game 3.23 PES 2019
PPSSPP – PSP Iso Game 3.24 Lord Of Arcana PPSSPP Game 3.25 Prince Of Persia Revelations 3.26 Metal Gear Solid: Portable Ops PPSSPP Game 3.27 New Prince Of Persia: Revelations 3.28 Daxter PPSSPP Game 3.29 Metal Gear Solid: Portable Ops Plus PSP 3.30 WWE Smackdown Vs Raw 2006 PPSSPP 3.31 Race Driver 2006 Game 3.32 Hot Shot
Golf: Open Tee PSP Game 3.33 Hot Shot Golf: Open Tee 2 psp Game 3.34 Puzzle Quest: Challenge Of The War Lord psp 3.35 Syphon Filter: Logan’s Shadow PSP 3.36 Wipe Out Pulse PSP Game 3.37 Burnout Legend PSP GamePlay 3.38 Half Minutes Hero psp Game 3.39 Virtual Tennis: World Tour PSP 3.40 LocoRoco 2 psp game 3.41 PixelJunk
Monsters Deluxe PSP 3.42 Little Big Planet PSP Game 3.43 Naruto Shippuden – Ultimate Ninja Heroes 3.44 Crisis Core: Final Fantasy VII 3.45 Kingdom Hearts: Birth By Sleep 3.46 Final Fantasy Tactics: The War Of The Lions 3.47 Metal Gear Solid: Peace Walker 3.48 Spider – Man 3 PSP 3.49 Pro Evolution Soccer 2014 PSP 3.50 Ben 10: Alien Force
PSP 3.51 Moto GP PSP 3.52 Resistance: Retribution PSP 3.53 Dissidia 012: Duodecim Final Fantasy Game 3.54 Tom Clancy’s Splinter Game 3.55 Spectral Soul PSP: Resurrection Of The Ethereal Empire 3.56 Spider-Man 2 Game 3.57 Metal Slug XX 3.58 Spider-Man: Friend Or Foe 3.59 FIFA Soccer 12 PSP 3.60 Spider-Man: Web Of Shadows 3.61
SpongeBob’s Truth And Square PSP Game 3.62 Disgaea: Afternoon Of Darkness PSP 3.63 Ridge Racer PSP Game 3.64 Tactics Ogre: Let Us Cling Together PSP 3.65 Lumines PSP Game 3.66 Field Commander PSP 3.67 FIFA Street 2 PSP 3.68 Motor Storm Arctic Edge PSP 3.69 Gran Turismo PSP 3.70 Test Drive Unlimited PSP 3.71 Flatout: Head On
PSP Game 3.72 Sega Rally Revo PSP 3.73 Street Supremacy PSP Game 3.74 Gripshift PSP Game 3.75 Pursuit Force PSP 3.76 Pursuit Force: Extreme Justice PSP 3.77 Justice League Heroes PSP 3.78 Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen PSP 3.79 Ultimate Ghost N Goblins PSP 3.80 Lord Of The Rings: Tactics PSP 3.81 Tekken 6 PSP 3.82 Hot Wheels
Ultimate Racing PSP 3.83 Hunter X Hunter PSP: Wonder Adventure 4 OTHER PPSSPP GAME DOWNLOADS 5 Best PPSSPP Android Games offline 6 New games of 2021 Update 7 FAQs on PPSSPP | PSP Games Iso Free Download 7.1 Is Ppsspp safe? 7.2 Is Ppsspp legal? 7.3 Does CSO file work on Ppsspp? 7.4 Where can I download Ppsspp games for
free? 7.5 How can I Download Ppsspp games on Android without PC? 7.6 What is the best game in Ppsspp? 8 Request for Android PPSSPP Games 8.1 Recommendations: Yes, we deemed it necessary to share with you all categories or types of ppsspp (PlayStation portable games), ranging from Action, Arcade, sports, soccer, War, chess soccer,
Adventure, Abstract, Board, Card, Casino, Casual, Educational, Music, Puzzle, Anime, Racing, Role Playing, Simulation, Strategy, Trivia, WordCartoon, Music video games, Family, Combat flight, Comedy, food and virtual reality games etc.These lists covers several game types played on Xbox One console, PlayStation 5 (ps5 & ps4), PC and Nintendo
switch etc. All these current games can be played on your Android cell phones once you follow up the setup guide provided below.Before now, for one to enjoy playing any good graphics developed game, he or she has to get a play station console or even a PSP, in order to have the game play. But recently in 2020, It isn’t so, as a gamer can now use
PPSSPP emulator apk app for android psp iso games.Game technology improved greatly in 2020 and that means, 2021 games are coming with better enhancement in all facets of development. Are you a die hard game fans, then awaits the upcoming 2021 high sophisticated games. I myself, rocks game now than ever, talk more of when another
greater improvements set in. I play and test so many games even old games, played with sega emulators via windows devices. Next upcoming is iOS PPSSPP Games for iphone and ipad tablet devices with valid download links.How to Extract Psp iso – CSO Game filesSome of the game files are provided in zip format, while majority are on iso or cso file
and doesn’t need extraction. So for those files that require extraction, just unzip them in to your android device. Doing this will give you access to the main file for any particular iso game. There are many tools you can use to perform such task; tools like 7zipper, WinRAR etc. Use any of the tools to extract the files of each into the required folder.How
To Setup and Run Psp Roms Launch the 7-zipper after downloading and installing.Next is to locate the exact folder in which the psp rom was stored after your download from below.Now click on it and ensure to follow the prompt instruction to successfully extract the file in need.Finally, locate your ppsspp emulator apk app from your phone menu,
click to open it and then find the folder you saved the game file and click to run/play the game.Note: We will keep updating this article with latest ppsspp game downloads, so endeavor to bookmark this particular post for new versions rolled out daily, Monthly and yearly.List of PPSSPP – PSP Games Free DownloadBelow are 300 Best Lists of Free
Video PlayStation Portable psp Games For Ppsspp Emulator Android phones:Little Big Planet PSP GameplayIt is accurately acclaimed “Play, Create, Share” experience. Enjoy more than 35 levels and claim prize bubbles, amazing costumes and create materials. You can create, with the simple to use POP-IT tool, your own levels and challenges. After
creating levels and challenges, you can share all these to the community pool in infrastructure mode or share in ad-hoc mode.Zip Size: (1.2 GB)Download: Little Big PlanetNaruto Shippuden – Ultimate Ninja HeroesThis game leaves you with a number of exciting features and ability to customize your own characters! You can form your dream squad of
powerful ninja from the rich universe of Naruto to fight against your friends and trade your player profile through ad-hoc connection.You have the options of elevating your favorite characters to create your own custom ninja, forming your favorite ninja team as it is in the cartoon or creating the ultimate dream team to fight your rivals!Available are
more than 15 playable characters and 8 interactive stages to go through. by charging through the ninja ranks You can be the ultimate Hokage! by charging through the ninja ranksGame Size: (205 MB)Game Type: ActionCrisis Core: Final Fantasy VIIHere is a popular game for fans of adventure games.Crisis Core: Final Fantasy VII focuses on Zack
Fair and his adventures as a soldier in Shinran corporation. This is a game you would love to play.Game Size: (1.047 GB)Game Type: AdventureKingdom Hearts: Birth By SleepHow about playing a game where friendship ties are tested? A suspense-filled game. A game where secrets are unraveled!In this game you play asTerra, Ventus, and Aqua who
are three friends with a common dream who find themselves in the midst of a crisis that affect worlds far beyond theirs.Enjoy the game as you watch their destinies unfold across memorable Disney worlds in three intertwining stories.Game Size: (1445 MB)Game Category: StoriesFinal Fantasy Tactics: The War Of The LionsIn this epic game, Ramza
Beoulve is faced with the daunting task of protecting his beloved ones from the evil Lucavi. This happened around the war of the Lions time. The death of King Ondorria triggered this intense conflict.PPSSPP Size: (215 MB)Category: WarMetal Gear Solid: Peace WalkerThis game is the latest portable entry to the Metal Gear franchise. It is the second
canonical Metal Gear title made available for the PSP. It is set in Costa Rica. In this game you assume the role of a Peace Walker, which puts you in control like a big Boss as he prepares the rise of Outer Heaven.Game file Size: (1417 MB)Type: PSPSpider – Man 3 PSPWith the enormous and spectacular abilities of the “movie spider man” you can, with
lightning speed roam and explore the massive, detailed and advanced New York City.Equipped with an all-new combat system which empower both Spider-Men with suit-specific powers and abilities. Also added are new attacks and finishers for both Classic and Black-Suited Spider-Man Platform. All these fortifies you to fight 10 of Spider-Man’s most
dreaded enemies from the movie and comics, including Sandman and Venom.Game File Size: (1.4 GB)Game Category: ActionPro Evolution Soccer 2014 PSPWith new and jaw-dropping features, KONAMI’s PES 2014 is an engrossing game you need to get! Equipped with the combination of new impressive FOX Engine and a revolutionary soccer
system that puts the ball at the heart of the action for the first time. There are now updated and mouth-watering features such as all-new physics systems, custom team and player AI and a huge advancement in animations and atmosphereGame File Size: (1GB)Game Category: SportsBen 10: Alien Force PSPBen 10: Alien Force is an interesting game
for all levels; beginner, amateur, professional and so on.A well-designed 3D and fast paced action game based on the popular tv series airing on Cartoon Network. It presents all-new story content, multiple playable characters and an unlimited combo system with mind-stimulating puzzles and challenges.Game Size: (746 MB)Category of Game:
ActionMoto GP PSPAre you a fan of moto bike racing? Here is one game that brings the moto bike racing experience of the classic series to your PSP. With all licensed motorcycles, racing tracks, and riders made available for you and also its high performing engine bikes, bike physics, weather conditions, and a new system upgrade – it is a wellpackaged and exciting game to play!Game Size: (340 MB)Category: RacingResistance: Retribution PSPThis game portrays the epic story of James, a British Marine, who was forced to kill his brother in Chimeran conversion center. Afterwards, he sets out for revenge. It is in your hands to get the needed revenge.Category: story GameFile Size: 1.35
GBDissidia 012: Duodecim Final Fantasy GameHaving at your finger tips, in this game, is the largest collection of Final Fantasy characters. In this fight for good over evil or otherwise, you will have to stand for good or evil and then utilize players from the collection to achieve your chosen course.Category: fighting PSP GameFile Size: 1.2 GBTom
Clancy’s Splinter GameAn engrossing fight game. This game presents to you a lot of wonderful action moves to try out! Here, Sam Fisher just made his way to the PSP platform.Category: FightFile Size: 1195 MBSpectral Soul PSP: Resurrection Of The Ethereal EmpireUsing a lot of tactics and strategy, you play the role of an iconic character. Play
Spectral Soul Game titled: Resurrection Of The Ethereal Empire on your device now.Spider-Man 2 GameWatched Spider-man? Spider-man 2 is a game that portrays the story lines of the official movie.Category: ActionGame Size: 490 MBMetal Slug XXMetal Slug XX is an improved and rebranded version of Metal Slug 7. Better packaged!File Size in
zip: 196 MBSpider-Man: Friend Or FoeIn Spider-Man: Friend Or Foe, Spider-man is a friend to the peace-loving and a foe to enemies. Here, Spider-man takes up the role of neutralizing and hunting down unknown enemies with evil agenda.Category: ActionGame Size: 495 MBFIFA Soccer 12 PSPGiving you experience like in real-world soccer, FIFA
soccer 12 is indeed a stunning and fantastic game to download. There are about 500 teams in this game, with original league and club licences.Xem thêm: Nhớt Láp Là Gì ? Cách Chọn Nhớt Láp Tốt Nhất Cho Xe Tay Ga Nhớt Láp Xe Tay Ga Là GìCategory: Sports Soccer GameGame Size: 750 MBSpider-Man: Web Of ShadowsSpider-man as always,
rescues the city whenever fierce enemies trouble the city.Citizens cheer Spider-man when he is dealing with enemies or run in panic when it goes the other way round.Category: Action gameTotal Size: 225 MBSpongeBob’s Truth And Square PSP GameAre you a lover of adventure games? Here is the latest adventure game.Category:
AdventureDownload Size: (1230 MB)Disgaea: Afternoon Of Darkness PSPThis game is absolutely mind thrilling. Afternoon of Darkness is indeed a deep strategy RPG experience with an uncommon story, a fabulous script, and a whole lot of loveable characters and settings. Geo Cubes add an unusual quality effects in the battlefield, absolutely shifting
the balance in a twinkle of an eye. There are a whole lot of upgraded graphics and unique art for the high resolution widescreen PSP Display.This amazing game presents the first time for multiplayer in the Disgaea series.Compressed Size: 426 MBTypeRidge Racer PSP GameEvery lover of racing games will be astounded. This game allows you drive
in various styles and proceed through the ranks to unlock hidden bonuses in Word Tour Mode. Player needs to beat the time in Time Attack Mode or text racing skill by competing against up to 8 players in the Wifi compatible Wireless Battle Mode. This amazing game also features well known race courses from arcade, Rave Racer, classiand the whole
of Ridge Racer series.File Size: (568 MB)Type: Racing PSPTactics Ogre: Let Us Cling Together PSPAll lovers of epic story should never miss this thrill. In this entertaining game, the decisions you make determine the fate of the Walister Resistance. This epic story is about the union of Yasumi Matsuno and the dream team to restore a perfect vision of
their lost taste of political intrigue, victory and rebellion to detailed life.File Size: (1122 MB)Game Type:Lumines PSP GameWow, what could be more interesting! In Lumines, you bust blocks, enjoy and dance through puzzles and jam wirelessly with pals. Arrange them properly and you will unlock lush looks and buttery beats. Want to be Lumines?
Allow the music direct you.File Size: (144 MB)Type: PuzzleField Commander PSPField Commander is truly a mind thrilling and entertaining game. Player will struggle to survive in a country totally damaged by war. You will discover yourself in the midst of the fierce civil war with the whole disorder and chaos.A once honorable country is torn into
thirteen starving states that now fights to survive. You will also discover that your country’s destiny rest on you. The only way to defeat the enemy and restore peace is to take to the battlefield.Type: War GameGame File Size: 860 MBFIFA Street 2 PSPAmazing! Let’s play the game with all enthusiasm. Here is the second part of the previous release to
FIFA Street with modified game play modes.File Size: (208MB)Game Category: SportsMotor Storm Arctic Edge PSPNow on PSP platform is MotorStorm. Here you move with your truck unrestrained in the flat, treeless Arctic biome.Game Zip Size: (510 MB)Gran Turismo PSPThis amazing racing game with high quality graphic is so entertaining and
mind thrilling. Race and compete to be the best. It is the first racing game with quality graphics to enter the PSP platform.Total File Size: (955 MB)Group: RacingTest Drive Unlimited PSPThe experiences in this game is so amazing!! You race to just any where you desire in a large environment. Purchase new sophisticated cars and bikes from various
dealers or just take the cars and bikes for a spin. You will also collect and trade high performance rare parts and design each vehicle by yourself to extend the features.Total File size: (912 MB)Game Type: DrivingFlatout: Head On PSP GameJust like the name, this is total destruction. You get to wreck the car, ruin the track and can catapult even the
persons driving the card. FlatOut Ultolimate Death and destruction presents the most disastrous racing adventure in gaming.Total File Size: (360 MB)Gaming: AdventureSega Rally Revo PSPBe in total control of your vehicle. Enjoy the world celebrity Sega rally with officially licensed vehicles. The game was designed with the latest proprietary
technology and you will need to quickly react to unexpected adjustments in the conditions of the track from muddy, snow filled to gravel covered courses while still maintaining full acceleration.Total file Size: (164 MB)Game Type: RaceStreet Supremacy PSP GameStay ahead of opponents to be at the top of the competition. Enjoy the thrill of street
racing as you join other racer out for street supremacy race. Compete with rivals as you race through Tokyo’s traffic-congested streets.File Total Size: (386 MB)Type: RacingGripshift PSP GameGripshift is super amazing! With the Additional racing circuit and the fabulous Race Mode, player faces off the CPU or human drivers. Additional Bonus Games
included in this package such as Penguin Bowling, Bomb Pool, Soccer Crazy, Ice Hockey, Snaker and a whole lot new challenges for player to conquer. You could enjoy alone or with up to 3 friends with the wireless feature of the PlayStation Portable.Total Size: (127 MB)Pursuit Force PSPPursuit Force is engaging and one you won’t forget in a hurry!!
Each of the 5 districts is controlled by 5 unique gangs – The Warlords, The Capelli Family, Vixens, The Convicts and The Killer 66. You are to face each gang 6 objective-based missions with will vary from racing, boating and on-foot shooting.Total Size: (690 MB)Type: WarPursuit Force: Extreme Justice PSPReady to bring the gangs down!! Then let’s
play. Extreme Justice is action loaded, it will require player taking a commander’s role, who is the highest ranking operational officer and four additional all new playable characters. Player and the four characters are required to track down the five die hard street gangs and restore justice in and around Capital City.Total Size: (848 MB)Type:
ActionJustice League Heroes PSPThis combination of Superheroes is just so amazing. Player must form a formidable and the most powerful force by uniting with Batman, Superman, the incredible Green Lantern, super Flash, Wonder Woman and other Superheroes. Combining the extraordinary superpowers and unique fighting styles of the Justice
League, players will have to save humanity from Brainiac’s destruction and other darker forces concealed behind the scenes.Total file Size: 1.4 GBType Video Action GameTransformers: Revenge Of The Fallen PSPThe Battle for supremacy continues in this episode of Transformers. Players go into the battle for supremacy all over the world as a
robotic car or war machine to drive, fly, battle and eventually blast their way through extremely pressure packed levels.Game file Size: (1.08 GB)Type: Battle gameUltimate Ghost N Goblins PSPAbsolutely interesting and fun packed. This is the all time awaited fourth installment to the favored franchise. The story is centered on the triumphant return
of Arthur, the valiant knight as he rescues the princess from the grasp of evil.Total file Size: (279 MB)Lord Of The Rings: Tactics PSPEver watched the movie and wondered what the game will look like! In this skillful RPG game, player guides the likes of Aragorn,Legolas, Gimli, Frodo, Gandalf, Sauron and several others on a world of adventure.
Player goes into the universe of Middle Earth for adventurous experience that supercede the books and films.Total file Size: 529 MBType: AdventureTekken 6 PSP Love to show of you fighting skills and competing with the best? Then TEKKEN 6 is just what you’ve been waiting for. This is absolutely the best “King of Iron Fist Tournament” till date.
Player competes with a large number of fighters, each well equipped with their own dangerous techniques, martial art moves and as well attack combinations.Total file Size: (729 MB)Game Type: FightingHot Wheels Ultimate Racing PSPNow available on PSP handheld console or PPSSPP Emulator. Player must pass through the four major courses in
this game. The four courses are Death Valley, Jungle, Metropolis and Volcano. Player must circumvent obstacles and traps on the way while racing through the racetracks in each of the courses.Total file Size: 90.2 MBCategory: RacingHunter X Hunter PSP: Wonder AdventureAn amazing Japanese manga series. The story is about a young boy who
finds out that his father who abandoned him earlier was actually a powerful Hunter. Enjoy this game as the boy proceeds to take up his father’s profession.Total Game Size: (411 MB)Type: AdventureOTHER PPSSPP GAME DOWNLOADSBest PPSSPP Android Games offline
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